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Вакансия - IT Supervisor в Москве
Главная / Москва / IT Supervisor

Размещено: 22 апр. 2021 г.
Источник вакансии

LC Waikiki Retail Company is a leading fashion retail company with a turnover of $ 3 billion. LC Waikiki
s journey started in France in 1988, continuing after 1997 as a Turkish brand under the umbrella of LC
Waikiki Ma azac l k Hizmetleri Ticaret A. .
Today LC Waikiki trades in around 1015 stores in 47 countries, with the company s philosophy that
Everyone Deserves to Dress Well enabling people to enjoy accessible fashion through quality
products at aﬀordable prices.
There are nearly 3000 people working at LC Waikiki s corporate oﬃce, more than 45,000 people in
Turkey and abroad.
LC Waikiki aims to be the one of the 3 most successful ready-made clothing brands in Europe by 2023.
We Crown Our Successes with Awards
We were awarded in 3 categories in Innovation Forum and Awards in Retail-2017 which was organized
by Capital and Economist magazines.
We are ranked as 1st in The Largest Ready-Made Clothing Retailer of Turkey based on the Number of
Stores
1st in The Biggest Retail Companies According to Square Meter Abroad
2nd in The Companies Which Provide the Highest Employment Rate of Turkey.
Role: IT Supervisor
Responsibilities:
Represent all IT provides services in the company and to be responsible for all service support
and service delivery actions;
Being single point of contact and provide solution for incidents;
Handle all request for customized operational solutions. Consult and coordinate with regional IT
and Headquarter IT staﬀ to identify solution requirements;
Maintain and support 1C on point of sale and back oﬃce systems;
Conﬁgure and maintain 1C on servers, computers, POS terminals in retail stores;
Support and Maintain data replication between 1C databases;
Perform the store and warehouse opening process according to IT standards;
Manage IT capacity and resources in the company and maintain long term infrastructure and
capacity forecast;

Responsible for Installation and maintenance of all the software license for the country;
Responsible for Installation and maintenance of the hardware devices in the country;
Provide operational support in projects that is carried out jointly by central logistic and software
development teams;
Manage the IT team in the country.
Required Qualiﬁcations:
University degree in Computer Science or equivalent;
Fluent in English (both written and verbal);
Preferably MCSA (Microsoft Certiﬁed Solutions Associate) certiﬁed;
Strong knowledge on T-SQL and 1C ;
Knowledge of ITIL;
Knowledge of Windows server/client operating systems, PC hardware and local area networking;
Minimum 5 years experience of Windows applications (OS, Oﬃce, Axapta).
Terms of employment:
Oﬃcial employement (in accordance with the Labor Law of the Russian Federation);
Stable salary payments;
Corporate education, trainings.

Занятость: Полная занятость
Опыт работы: От 6 лет
Образование: Не указано

Работодатель: LC Waikiki

Сферы деятельности
Информационные технологии, интернет, телеком
CTO, CIO, Директор по IT
Посмотреть все вакансии по запросу "IT Supervisor"
Посмотреть все вакансии в Москве

